
A secure firewall is a critically important component of your 
IT infrastructure. Without it, a hacker could easily access 
confidential or proprietary information, damaging your 
brand and risking fines for non-compliance. According to 
Complex-IT, an estimated 95% of firewall breaches are due 
to misconfigurations, not firewall flaws.

A firewall can be an expensive investment, and requires 
constant management, maintenance and monitoring to 
ensure maximum protection. Managed firewall services 
help eliminate time-consuming and resource-heavy 
challenges and unify security management for this 
indispensable line of defense in a cost-effective way.

The Flexential managed firewall service is a perimeter 
security and network protection offering for both cloud 
and colocation environments. With state-of-the-art 
inspection of network traffic and virtual private networking 
support, your organization receives next-generation 
firewall technology managed by a team of IT security 
professionals who proactively detect threats and mitigate 
security issues before they happen.

Managed 
firewalls

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at
888.552.FLEX or sales@flexential.com

• Firewall configuration, management and 
maintenance

• 24/7 monitoring and alerting

• Trained and certified firewall security 
administrators

• Detailed reports on activity across your 
network

• Documented firewall, NAT and DDoS policies

• Ensure proactive threat detection

• Gain access to the latest firmware, updates 
and threat definitions

• Eliminate firewall misconfigurations

• Unify security management

• Reduce equipment and personnel investment

Features

Benefits
“Our Flexential managed firewall gives me 
more time to focus on management versus 
engineering, and has freed up time to work 
on other responsibilities rather than having 
to sit and hack things out myself.”

Andy Keeney
Director of IT
Presbyterian Foundation



Flexential helps organizations optimize IT transformation while simultaneously 
balancing cost, scalability, compliance and security. With a focus on building trusted 
relationships, providing valuable support and delivering tailored solutions and reliable 
performance, Flexential delivers colocation, connectivity, cloud, managed solutions 
and professional services to 4,200 customers across the U.S. and Canada. 
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Professional security management
Security management can be time-consuming and a drain on IT 
resources. With Flexential managed firewall services, we provide 
trained and certified firewall security administrators who are 
experienced in configuring and managing firewalls, keeping them 
up-to-date and trouble-free. Your IT team can focus on the important 
initiatives that move your business forward.

The right fit for your network
The Flexential managed firewall service includes configuration, 
monitoring and hardware replacement, and is available in right-sized 
tiers (both physical and virtual) based on performance requirements. 
We also include static and dynamic (OSPF, BGP) routing, VLAN 
segmentation (up to 10 networks) and up to 25 site-to-site, remote 
client and/or SSL VPN connections.

Detailed reporting and guidance
Comprehensive knowledge of the traffic and activity taking place 
on your network can help you understand potential threats your 
organization faces, where they are coming from and where you might 
have security weaknesses. Our experts log detailed activity reports 
to help you proactively mitigate issues and ensure your network 
maintains the highest levels of protection available.


